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C HUONOLOGY OF J. F. MILLET

1:514. October 14. J3orn at Gruchy-Greville.

183:*. Pupil at Cherbourg, first to M. Dumou-

chel, aAd next to M. Langlois.

1837. Went to Paris, and entered the studio of

M. Delaroche.

1840. FirJst Picture hung at the Salon,

1845. Married Catherine Lemaire (second

wile).

1849. Went to live at Barbizon.

1857. Masterpiece,

—

L'Angilus du Soir.

1875. January 20, Died at Barbizon,



LIFE OF MILLET

DIKTH AND liARLY LIFE 1814-1837

T FAN FKANi/OIS MILLET was born at

J Cruelly, in Normaiifly, on October 14,
1814. II is father was Jean Louis Nicolas

Millet, and his mother’s maiden name was
Aimee Henriette Adelaide Henry, of tlie good
jld yeoman family of Henry du Perron* They
\^ero simple, homely, busy peasants, li\ing in

a humble farmhouse, and farming their few
hectares of land. They had nine children, of
whom Francois was the second, M. Millet was
an accomplished musician, a skilful modeller
in clay, and a clever carver in wood—a man of
pure life. Mme. Millet was a devoted mother,
but, by the strange custom of the country, she
lived, M. Sensier says, dans le travail”—the
slave of the family.

Quite the most important member of the
household was M. Millet's mother, Louise
Tumelin. She was a typical peasant and a
devout Catholic. La M^re Millet, as was
usual, was the foster-mother of her grand-
children, and exercised great influence over
them.

Another inmate of the Gruchy homestead
I
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was M. Millet’s uncle, le Pfere Charles Tumelin,
He was an ideal country parson, wdiose motto
was Laborare est oi'ure. He devoted himself to

the education of his little nephews and nieces,

and especially to Francois. He died in 1821.

La M^re Millet enirusted her grandson to

the care of TAbhe lierpent, and, upon his pre-

ferment to Heanville, to I’Abbe Lebrisseux.
Aruid such spiritual and domestic environ-

ments were Francois’s early years passed. The
physical conditions of life on the wild Manche
coast added bodily vigour to earnestness of
character. On one side was the tempestuous
sea, full of profound sensations ; on the other,

the vast open country, with its toilers ever
digging their living out of the land.

When scarcely adolescent Frangois’s back
was bent, and his brow was bathed in perspi-
ration, as his firm young hand pushed the
plough.
On his twelfth birthday la M6re Millet took

him to the Chapel to say his Catechism, and
to prepare for his First Communion. The
Abbe tried to inspire the boy with a desire for

the priesthood. “ No,” he replied, “ I want
to remain with my dear parents.” The simple
peasant lad had no ambition beyond the horizon
of his home. From twelve to eighteen he
remained, therefore, his father’s labourer, work-
ing conscientiously day in, day out.
Very early the boy had given evidence of

artistic instincts ; in his playtime, pencil and
chalk were rarely out of his hand.
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One day, returning from Mass, he met an
old peasant stooping under his heavy burden.
Sometliing reminded him of a picture in the
Family Bible of Jacob the patriarch. On
teaching home he fjuickly struck ofT a sketch
of the* old iiicin. M. Millet chanced to catch
his son at his task, and he was astonished at
t le correctness of the drawing. Some days
after he asked him whether he ever thought
ot being an artist Fran9ois made an evasive
reply, but he has placed on record his real
feeling.

** My fingers,** he wrote, “ began to itch for
iny chalk, and I seemed to see wherever I

went, figures and scenes, which I felt I could
very easily transfer to paper.*’

The young fellow’s most considerable efforts

weto Deux Bergerst—two youths in loose jackets
and sabots, playing a llute and singing at the
foot of a tree in M. Millet’s orchard,—and Utte

Nuit Etoileej—a peasant carrying food to a men-
dicant lying outside his father’s barn. These
were in black chalk.
M. Millet was determined to see what could

be made of his son as a painter. Accordingly,
one morning, early in the year 1832, father and
son walked into Cnerbourg,—the lad carrying a
bundle of sketches under his arm.
At Cherbourg lived an artist, M. Dumouchel,

who knew Gruchy and the Millets. Directly
he saw the sketches he exclaimed, ** What

!

You ought to be punished for having concealed
them such a long time !” The painter con-

1—2
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rented to take Fran^oib as a pupil, and he set

him to work to copy pictures in the Mnsec,
1'his was a re\ elation to the young student,

who had never seen a picture-gallery before.

He was not \ery happy, however, and disliked

his master, and left lam.
M. Langloia de Chevreville also lived and

worked at Cherbourg. Upon TAbbe Lebris-
f cnx’s introduction he admitted young Millet

his studio. Frani^ois’s art-education now
b'ouame systematic. People were struck with
his diligence and skill, and many inquiries were
made about “ Le Jeune Hercules **—as he was
(ailed. His master W'as working in the
church of La Trinite, and he took his pupil
with liim to paint hands and drapery in his

pictures.

Among early Cherbourg friends was M.
Feuardent, a member of the staff at the
'Municipal Library. Through him Francois
was greatly helped in his reading, which ex-
tended, as he says, “ from Homer to Be-
ranger.”
The year 1835 was a very sad one for the

Millet family. Frangois's good father died,
leaving the affairs of the home in some con-
fusion. Francois at once left Cherbourg, and
assumed the headship of the family. His
management, however, ended in failure. La
Mfere Millet and his mother saw how entirely

unfit he had become for the life of a farmer,
and they said, We can do very well without
you, Francois. Your brothers are growing up.
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(lO back to Cherbourg and stick to your pro-
fession like a man. And never forget,”—they
added,—“ that you are a Cliristian.’*

During his alisence at Gruchy, M. Eanglois
hatl applied to the Municipality, and had ob-
tained a benefaction of 400 francs, to enable
:he ycAing student to go to Paris. To this was
rdded a further grant by the Grand Conseil
wU Departement de la Manche of 600 francs,

and M. Langlois gave a personal offering of a
like amount.

STUDKNT LIFK IN PARIS— 1837-1849

Jean Francois Millet arrived in Paris late

in January, 1837. His first impressions were
sad and depressing— the city looked dismal and
shabby. He put up at a humble anheyge^ known
to his father, but the proprietress turned out to

be dishonest and disreputable, and she fed him
biidly.

** What,** he writes, “ were some nuts and a
bit of Brie cheese, with a quarter-bottle of
oydmaire to wash them down, for a big hungry
young fellow's breakfast

!”

His name had been entered at the l^'cole des
Beaux Arts, and accordingly, on March 27, he
began his studies there. He went about his

work, however, in a very unsatisfactory way.
Plis letters of introduction remained in bis

pocket ; and he was far too faint-hearted, and
much too high-minded, to ask anyone's help.
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lie was disposed to meet the f^reat w'orld in a
spirit which precluded success.

Poor Francois tossed about from place to

place,
*' There were moments,*’ he writes, ** when I

l.mf^ed to leave Pan's and return to my own
village. I was weary of my solitary life. I

saw nobody. I never spoke to a living soul. I

was afraid people would make a mock of me !**

Disappointment, loneliness, insufficient food,

and uncleanly quarters, at last made him quite
iii. A kind old couple, who had lost their only
son in early manhood, took pity on the poor
lad, and nursed him back to life again. This
noble action greatly affected Fran9ois, and he
braced himself to meet his life’s work in a more
manly spirit.

From his little attic in the Quai Malaquais
he began in earnest, bending his steps day after

day to the f^ouvre and to the Luxembourg.
“ My sensations,” he writes, “upon finding

myself in the Louvre, I can never describe. I

was oveicome with emotion, and I sat down
and wept. The pictures were food and drink
to me r*

The leading professors of painting at the
time were Drolling, L6on Cogniet, Abel de
Pujol, Ingres, and Paul Delaroche; but only
the last appealed to the young student.

“ His pictures,” he writes, “seemed to be
painted with simple, earnest feeling, and were
less marked by the conventionalities of the
period than the works of the others.”
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To Delaroche, accordingly, he went, and
asked whether he might work in his studio.

After some demur the Master acceded to
Millet’s request.

With Delaroche were Couture, H6bert,
Gendron, Edouard Fr5re, Yvon, Feyers, Perrin,

Auguste Leboves, Diaz, T. Rousseau, and
Louis Roux. They formed a jolly crew, and
went into roars of laughter at Millet’s personal
appearance. They joked him about his long
hair and beard, about his clothes, about the
way he walked, and about everything.

“ Are you coming here,” they cried out, “ to

make some more of your famous pictures, you,
VJwmme des hois

Millet’s reply was prompt, if not very
courteous. “ I didn’t come here,” he said, “ to

amuse you, anyway. It isn’t I who occupy
myself in making figures in flour and butter !”

But the most effectual stopper to the banter
of his fellow-students was the exhibition of a
big clenched list I

Millet’s first drawing at Delaroche’s was a
copy of a Head of Gennankus^ an antique bust.

When the Master came in to inspect the work
of his pupils, he paused long before Millet’s,

and, after a minute examination, he said,
“ Well, you’re new to this kind of work, I see,

you know a good deal but not all—go on I”

All the time that he was at Delaroche’s he
was studying with profound enthusiasm the
masterpieces in the Public Galleries. Refer-

ring to the works of the Great Masters he says,
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“ I never trier! to make copies ; none would
have had tlu3ir spontaneity and warmth.’'

lie spent much time also in the Bibliotb^que
de Sainte Gencvil;ve, where he greedily read
wtnks upon I .eonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo,
vMbrecht Purer and Nicolas Poussin.

In i 83<) Millet’s ** composition de concours”

—

Prometkei suy sa Roche—gained the high praise of

T'^elaroclie, and of his fellow-pupils. Millet,

however, began to note that his Master yielded
somewhat to the conventions of Society, and
painted to please rather than to instruct. He
cast about for another teacher, and his eye
fixed itself upon the canvases of Rib6ra, whose
luminous figures detach themselves from dark
backgrounds. Here was undoubtedly the
groundwork for Millet’s Art Rustique,

When he spoke to Delaroche about going
away, he was angry and reasoned with him,
but to no purpose. “ 1 prefer,” Millet said,

“ poverty and freedom to the gymnastics of the
Academy traditions!”

Very well,” he replied, “go your own way.
You are too unsophisticated for me; I have
nothing more to say to you !”

Millet ceased to attend the classes at the
Beaux Arts, but went to work at the studios of
M. Suisse and M. Boudin, who were dealers in

classical models, and who allowed struggling
artists to work for a trifling consideration.
Times were very hard, and Millet had to be

content to paint small rough portraits for a franc
apiece. Here, however, he found a true friend
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—Louis Alexandre Maroulles, The two younf'
men took a room in the Rue de TEst, and
struggled on together. They used to speak of
their “ rive-minute breakfasts—a little bread
and ? glass of water I”

Ko one would buy Millet’s figures or his

landscapes ; so, by Maroulles’s advice, he did
some pastels in imitation of Watteau and
Boucher. These found a ready market at

twenty francs each. Next he tried religious

subjects, but these were failures. His mis-
fortunes nearly drove the poor young fello^v

mad, and indeed he seriously thought of destroy-
ing himself.

Delaroche heard of Millet’s despair, and sent
for him to resume his old place in his studio,

promising to pay his subscription. He said to

him, “ I admire your work, and I wish to

encourage you,”
A load was lifted off the poor fellow’s mind,

and he set to work with a will, sending in his

for the Prix de Rome,
In 15^9 and 1840 Millet paid short visits to

Normandy, ai d painted several portraits at

Gruchy and Cherl>ourg, and an easel-picture

—

ha Charitc,

The Salon of 1840 was the first which con-
tained a picture by Jean Francois Millet. It

was a portrait of “ M. L, F.” (Marie Louise
Feuardent). The critics were up in arms
against the holy horror of novelty. Such a
contribution had never been accepted before.

Perfectly unconcerned. Millet went on draw-
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in?^ and painting, in Iris own dogged way,
against all tb^j received canons of the Academy.
I le seemed to have, as one of the critics said,
“ lui poLi de l)oiie de son village a la semelle de
ses sonliers I*’

The year 1S41 a memorable one in the
life of Millet. Much of it he spent in Nor-
manfly. Town life had become more and more
distasteful to him.

“ 1 breathed once more,’* he writes, “ in view
of mighty Nature—the vast ocean and the
wide horizon. My eyes were full of tears of
joy, as though I had found a fondly-loved
sweetheart !” The last words show that into

his taciturn nature had crept a trace of the
tender passion !

Two pictures occupied his time ,—Le Portrait

de M, Javain, the late Mayor, for the Muni-
cipality of Cherbourg,—and Sainte Barhe enlevee

cn del, for Dr. Asselin, an old friend of the
Millet family. The former was a failure, but
for the latter the Doctor paid down 300 francs.

Thi.s was a godsend, and he was able to
realize the dream of the year—matrimony !

Mdlle. Pauline Ono had sat for him many
times. Her delicacy appealed to him, and after

the ups-and-downs of an ardent courtship, he
married her in November of that year.
The honeymoon was spent at Gruchy, and

then Millet took his young wife back with him
to Paris.

The rejection of his pictures at the Salon of

1842 put him upon his mettle. A season of
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unwonted brilliancy followed. A vivifying air

seemed to penetrate his canvas. Still, he was
unable to sell his pictures, and the young
couple suffered much hardship.
A turn in their luck was experienced in 1843,

for a painting,

—

La Laitiere^ and a pakel,

—

La Le^on d'Equitation (two children playing at

horses),— were both accepted. The critics,

voiced by Thor6, praised them warmly, “ The
pastel is charming, very human, full of fresh-

ness. The picture is a very pretty little sketch
d la Boucher.**

Privation, sickness, and want of care affected

the health of his wife, and, before the end of the
year, Millet had the great sorrow to lose her.

Their short experience of married life had not
been very happy.
Once more the lonely Millet sought the solace

of the countryside, and, with his art to console
him, he did many portraits and nudes, among
them the beautiful Printemps^ and Daphnis et

Chloej and the striking UOjfrajide d Pan, In
them he exhibited a precise knowledge of the
human form.
At Cherbourg lived Catherine Lemaire. To

a vigorous body, she united the charm of a
buoyant spirit, and a contented mind. She
“ sat ** to Millet y and, after a decent mourning
for the departed, he married her in November,
1845. She was in every way a helpmeet for

him.
Some friends of hers at Havre arranged an

exhibition of Millet’s drawings, pastels, and
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oil-paiiitin^s. The result was not very satis-

fariury; hiil ihe balance of 900 francs enabled
him to lake his new wife back with him to

Paris, where they rented two rooms at 42, Rue
de hi Rouchechouat.

In the same street lived Diaz, Tournenx,
and C. Jaoiue. Close at hand were Troyon,
Campiedown, and Lacoste,—quite a colony of
artists. The Millets, therefore, were not with-
out society, and the painter himself threw off a
^{ooJ deal of his shyness and reserve.

With .surprising rapidity he turned out a
number of delightful compositions,— chiefly of
nude women and children,— remarkable for

their richness of tone, and full of hidden mean-
ing. Looking at this suite, one wonders why
he did not pursue the cult of the nude. Per-
haps the following story may offer an explana-
tion.

One day, passing Deforges’s window,—where
Les hitigneuses was exposed,—Millet overheard
two youths talking about it, and, as he ap-
proached, one said to the other, “ Why, see,

that’s Millet, who only paints naked women !”

He recoiled. Perhaps the recollection of
one of his grandmother’s exhortations flashed
through his mind,—“ Francois, remember you
are a Christian, and never paint an indecent
picture.”

The year 1846 was marked by the birth of
the artist's first-born,—a son,—to whom he gave
Ins own name, Francois.

In 1847, among other pictures, he finished
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CEdipe dHache de VA vhre. At the Salon it created
something of a sensation. Nothing so much
like sculpture had ever been attempted in

painting. It resembled, said the critics, “the
favouches exquisscs of Tintoretto and Rubens.**

Millet felt the rebound of public opinion, and
quickly painted Lc Vanucuv, which again sent
the critics, and his brother artists, into ecstasies
of delight. It was a most significant composi-
tion,—the vanguard of his peasant pictures. It

was hung in the Salon Carre.

Close confinement and hard work now began
to tell upon the robust frame of the painter.

He became very ill and his life was despaired of.

Never had man a better nurse than Millet’s

devoted wife. She nursed him back to life

and work. Ill-health was not his only worry.
His family was growing, and there was need of

more roomy quarters.

Maroulles represented Millet’s case to the
Director of the Beaux Arts, and, very shortly,

a grant of 100 francs was made to him. M.
LedrU’Rollin, the next Director, purchased
Le Vattfteuy for 500 francs. Other commissions
also reached him through his friend Jacque.
But now, when things began to look rather

brighter, political affairs in France assumed a
menacing aspect. The Revolution of 1848,
with the events which led up to the abdication

of Louis Philippe, was a time of struggle and
want for all artists. Millet turned his attention

to the graver and the etching-needle, but
the result was disappointing. “ Doors were
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slammed,” he says, ** in my face. No one would
look at my plates.*’

Durin;.^ the year Millet, in common with all

his friends, was called upon to shoulder his

inusket, and to stand guard at the barricades,
'fhe year ended saJl\. Cholera was rampant
in Paris, people were dying right and left, and
there was no security for life or property.
Everybody, who could leave, hurried off into
tin; country in search of health and safety.

LIl^E AT UARBIZON, AND DEATH— 1849- 1875

“ Let us go,” said Jacque to Millet one day
early in 1849, ** to the outskirts of Fontaine-
bleau. There’s a charming little hamlet on the
fringe of the forest, the name ends in ‘ zon.*

Disu has spoken much to me about it. He’s
there now. Surely we shall find a shelter
also.”

Willingly,” replied Millet.

It was a lovely summer’s day when the two
families started in the diligence for Fontaine-
bleau. They put up at a modest inn, and next
day Jacque and Millet set off upon an ex-
ploring expedition.
Near Chailly they encountered their first

hilcheron^ or wood-cutter, an individual after-

wards immortalized by Millet. In reply to their
inquiry, the old man said, “ Yes, you mean
Barbizon. It’s away over there,” chucking his
thumb over his shoulder as he spoke.
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After a weary trudge, the friends spied some
JoAv farm-buildings, and a few trees, in the midst
of a great stony plain.

Barbi^ion was a poor, uninteresting place in

those days ; and there was nothing for it, but
to make arrangements with Ic pen Ganne, who
kept a sort of caravansary for poor artists.

Among such were Hugues Martin, Belly, Louis
Lefro> , Clerget, 13arye, Boulanger, Decamps,
Zieni, Diaz, and last, but not least, Theodore
Rousseau. They had studios in the cottages,

but messed at Ganne’s.
Millet, who very shortly moved into Jean

Gatelier’s cottage with his family, was full of

new impressions, and almost optimistic in his

/iew of things in general.
“If you could only see,** he wrote to his

mother, “ how beautiful the forest is ! It is so
calm, but with such terrible grandeur, that
I feel myself already a part of it.’*

On the approach of winter most of the artist-

community went back to Paris, but Millet

decided to settle down at Barbizon.
“ Why should I,** he said, “return to dirty,

noisy Paris ? This vast plain recalls the
horizon of my own country. In l^aris I only
see (es faubourtennes. Here are peasants,

—

Nature’s children.”
In appearance Millet, at the time, was tall,

with big square shoulders, and deep-chested.
His face was long, with large features and blue
eyes. His hair and his beard,—brown streaked
with grey,—were long. His voice, low in
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pilch, was clear. His dress was of easy-

iittinf' cloth, with a soft felt hat, and wooden
sabots stuffed with straw.
At Barbizon he resumed many of the peasant

habits of bis youth. Every morning found him
early at work in Ins garden. In the afternoon
he worked in his studio,—a low, dark shed next
the cottage,—or he went about watching the
people at work in the fields. Of an evening he
loved a romp with his children, or, sitting over
his coffee, he occupied himself in passing his

fingers over the tablecloth, as if drawing or
modelling.
He cared little for pleasure ; dominoes were

his only pastime. Siron*s,—as the little inn at

Barbizon was called,
—

^was the rendez-;VOus of
the artists. Beer and billiards had no attraction
for Millet, who soon came to be looked upon
as an unsociable sort of fellow. Some of the
men, indeed, called him “ The Bear.'*

Sometimes he sauntered into Jacque's, who
had also remained at Barbizon. He bought
a cottage, with a small stockyard attached,
where he could draw cattle and sheep, and psunt
them,—especially by moonlight. Here the
friends worked together in, what they called,

their ** Evening Swool.*’
All the while Millet lived a pious and self-

denying life. The early lessons of his youth
bore a rich harvest. He was his children’s

teacher and guide in fsuth and practice. His
devoted wife added her quota to the blessed*

ness of a happy home, and through all their
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struggles her patience and hope were un-
failing.

He was the mildest of men, though his
physique was that of an athlete. He used to
say, with a smile, “ At the studio of M. Dela-
roche they called me ‘ The Wild Man * !*’

Millet's first work at Barbizon was Ruth et

Boaz, This he did in charcoal upon the wail
of his studio, and it served as his model for

Les Moissonneurs, In the Salon of 1850 appeared
Le SemeuVf—a splendid companion to Le Van*
neuYy—for many reasons the finest, and most
vigorous, of all his pictures.

Despite hard work, Millet experienced in<

creasing difficulty in finding a market for his
work, and consequently, his life was one bf
constant anxiety for his family. The year 1857
added to his troubles a great sorrow, in the
death of his grandmother. She had maintained
her influence, through all his ups-and-downs,
by means of a constant and voluminous corre-
spondence.

Application was made to the Council of the
Beaux Arts for a grant, in view of the oainter’s

poverty, and his numerous family. This was
refused, because opposite his name, there stood
a ** cross **

! Millet had been denounced for his

unacademic pictures as a fierce demagogue 1

One day Delaroche chanced to see a small
canvas entitled Les Couturiires,

^
which M.

Romieu, the Director, had permitted to be
hung in his private room.

What have you got here ?” he asked.
2
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“It belongs/’ was the reply, “to a poor
fellow named Millet—a queer sort of chap.”

“ It’s wonderful,” said Delaroche, “ and full

of originality. Do you know he was once a
pupil of mine ?”

This settled the matter of the benefaction,
and M. Romieu sent Millet 700 francs.

Poor fellow, indeed ! He had run up big
accounts with Gobillot, the baker, and Sellier,

the butcher, from Chailly, and these and others
were pressing for payment.

“ I haven’t any money, that is all,” was the
only possible reply ; but M. Belony, one of the
better-off farmer labourers of Barbizon, paid
Millet’s debts. Some years after Millet had
the satisfaction of repaying his kind friend.

In 1852 several American art-students, at-

tracted by what they had heard and seen of
Millet’s work at Deforges's, and at Diaz’s, in

Paris, settled at Barbizon, and begged him to
show them his methods. Amongst them were
W. H. Hunt, J. Badcock, J, Hearn, Wyatt
Eaton, E. Wheelwright, and W. H. Low.
The Salon of 1853 contained four of Millet’s

pictures, for which he was awarded a Medal of
the Second Class. The year was memorable
for the greatest sorrow of bis life. His dearly
loved and pious mother was called to her rest,

—rest indeed to her, after her weary life of
toil. Her many letters to her son are full of
sweetness and nobleness of character. Millet
hurried off to Gruchy to soothe her last hours,
and she died in his arms. He buried her at
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Gr6ville, by the church, which he has made
famous in his pictures.

In 1854 he returned once more to Normandy
with his family. This journey was made possible

by the sale of several pictures, mainly through
the instrumentality of Theodore Rousseau. At
Cherbourg he met his old teachers, TAbbe
Lebrisseux and M. Langlois.

“ Do you, Francois,** asked the former, “still

love your Bible ?**

“ Yes,*’ replied Millet, “ Paris and Barbizon
have changed nothing.”

It was during this happy visit to his old
home that the attention 01 Queen Victoria was
directed to the Peasant-Painter. She and the
Prince Consort were staying privately at Cher-
bourg ; and, during one of their drives, an old
Cur6, with the assistance of the British Consul,
ofier^ a little painting

—

Lc Chdieau dc Brie-
quehec—to the Queen. \Vhen making the pre-
sentation the md priest said it was done by
“a poor man,” as he called Millet, “who is

travelling on foot sketching.’* The royal couple
were charmed with the picture, and the Prince
remarked, “ That man is a born artist. This
little sketch shows great talent and force.”
The artist could nowhere be found, and he
afterwards expressed great disappointment at
having missed such an opportunity, and he
said, “ 1 am sure Her Majesty would have
honoured my poor little studio with a visit.”

At the ExffosiHon UmverselU of 1855 only one
of Millet’s pictures was hung,

—

Paysan gnffant
2—

2
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UH A vhre. It was hailed with universal approval.
“ An American ** promptly offered 4,000 francs
for it, wliich Millet as promptly accepted. The
offer was made, and the money paid through
Rousseau, but the medium and the purchaser
were one and the same ! A noble act of a
brother artist.

Time sped on, and troubles again came to
the poor Peasant-Painter, His pictures would
jiot sell, and there were hungry mouths to feed,

and growing bodies to clothe. To add to
Millet’s worries two of his brothers joined him,
eagerly desirous of learning and copying his
Art. The pinch became so acute that he had
to exchange six good drawings for shoes for his
children, and an oil-painting for a bed for his
brothers

!

The gay side of life,** he wrote to his friend,

M, S^nsier, “never shows itself to me. I do
not know where it is. The gayest things I

know are the calm and the silence, which
are so sweet, both in the forest, and in the
cultivated field. 1 see figures, digging and
hoeing, chopping and t^ng ; first one, and then
another, raises himseli, stretches his bent back
and his arms, and wipes off the sweat upon his

brow with his hand.^ This to me is the mar-
vellous poetry of toiling humanity.’*

All the while he was busy with his picture
for the Salon of 1857. This was Le$ G&neuses,
—a masterpiece of the first order. It made a
great sensation. It was, perhaps, his greatest
effort.
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Now commenced Millet’s most brilliant

period. Among other striking pictures were
La Bergerey La Mori et U B^cJurony and L *A n^Slus
du Soir. The latter absorbed most of his time,
and it is undoubtedly Millet’s masterpiece. It

was hung in the Salon of 1859.
About this time an arrangement was made

with Mr. A. Stevens, and aftefwards with
M. Sensier, whereby Millet was to receive
1,000 francs a month in exchange for all his

easel pictures. M. Sensier transferred his

rights to the Soci6t6 de Dix, and Millet was
thankful at the prospect of a certain, though
very small, income.
A year of great productiveness followed, and

at the Salon of 1861 Millet exhibited three
important works,

—

UAttcnUy—an old couple by
their cottage door, La Tondcuse de Moutonsy and
La Femme qui fait manger son Enfant, The Jury
tried to exclude them, but public opinion had
veered round in favour of the Barbizon painter.

La Tondeuse excited the ire of the critics.

Of new works La Naissance dn Veau and La
Cardeuse were the most striking. M. Polloquet
said of the latter, ** If 1 had a gallery such as
the princely collections in Italy, 1 would place
La Cardeuse between Raphael and Andrea del

Sarto, and 1 am sure they wouldn’t blush for

their companion.”
Whoever was the actual model for this, and

other pictures of female toil, it is pretty certain

that Madame Millet had much to do with their

success, ** She used to wear,” says M. Sensier,
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the roughest of peasant’s clothes, about the
house and in the garden, for weeks, so that
whenever her husband called her, she might be
ready to go in at once and ‘ sit/ ” When she
complained of the soiled condition of her
apparel, Millet only smiled and said, don’t
want to paint the dirt. I merely want the
rough linen to simplify its folds, and take the
form of the body.”

In Barbizon, concealed by ill-fitting and
shabby garments, were numbers of well-

developed maidens. Hence he had no diffi-

culty about models, although his natural
modesty caused him to make his wife ask them
to “ sit.”

A very beautiful woman-study was com-
pleted in 1862,

—

La Maternity

f

—perhaps the
sweetest and most attractive of all Millet’s

pictures. The young mother,—her face full of
innocent devotion,—holds her swaddled child

cross-wa^s upon her knee. The key to the
composition is the crucifix hanging over the
Holy -Water Stoup. No more natural or
truthful “ Mother and Child ” was ever painted
by human hand.

In i860 L'Homme d la Houc was finished. It

astonished everybody by its intense agony.
Never has the prolonged suffering of hope
deferred been so forcibly depicted. It seems,”
so the critics said, to breathe a spirit of revolt,

by creating a misplaced pity for the hard lot of

the peasantry.” Millet was dubbed ** socialist,”

and an abettor of socialism.”
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The Poet-Painter met the storm, which raged
over this picture, in his own characteristic way,
—with profound equanimity.

‘‘A man," he said, ‘Meaning on his hoe, or
on his spade, is more typical of work than a
man in the act of digging or hoeing. He shows
that he has worked, and is tired,—that he is rest-

ing, and will work again."
Anyhow, the commotion made Millet famous,

and many commissions were g^ven him. M.
Feydeau, the architect, who was about to build
a new house for M. T. de Colmar, ordered four
panels,— Les Quatre Saisons^— for which he
offered 25,000 francs.

Millet was wild with joy, but distraught with
anxiety, lest anything should arise to upset the
bargain. He went about saying, ** Don't let

us sell the bear’s skin yeti—don't let us sell the
bear’s skin yeti" But a few days after he
wrote to M. Sensier, “The bear has been
killed 1"

The poor Peasant-Poet- Painter’s days ofwant
and misery were over at last. He devoted him-
self now to the advancement of his children’s

education. His eldest son, Francois, just

eighteen, gave evidence of artistic tastes like

his father’s. This was a great joy to his

parents.
The Salon of 1864 ^ grand success for

the Barbizon Master, La Berghre was the ragje

of the year. Nothing quite so graceful as this

peasant-maid, leaning on her staff, and knitting,

had come from his brush. M. Gavet gave a
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commission for fifty such conipositiousi offering

300 francs to 500 francs apiece. Many letters

passed, some in a high key, and some in a minor
key ; in one of them Millet speaks of, ** a
certain sadness which holds him in thrall, as
the work reveals depths of human sorrow, and
heights of human toil.’* It was ‘‘ Le Cri de la

Terre !*’

The following year was marked by trouble.
Millet hurried to his sister ^milie's deathbed
at Gruchy, and, on his return, found his dear
wife very ill. They were ordered off to
Vichy, where, happily, the invalid soon re-

covered.
Millet found himself in a new and beautiful

country.
^
Pencil and brush were hard at work.

One of his most lovely pictures is La Chevnetc
d"Auvergne, In Auvergne Millet saw his first

mountain, and he was astonished. ** My head,”
he writes, is fiill of new and delightful im-
pressions, but they all dance pell-mell in my
brain.”
At the Exposition Universelle des Beaux Arts,

in 1867, Master’s pictures were
hung,

—

L'Angilus du 5<n>, Les Gkmuses, La"
Btfghre avec son Troubeau^ La Grande Tondeuse^
Le Parc d Moutons—dlair de Lune^ La Mart et le

Bdcheron^ Les Planteurs de Pommes de Terre^ La
Ricolte des Pommes de Terre^ and Un Berger !

The whole art-worldd Paris was profoundly
moved. Here was Jean Francois Millet, at
last, head and shoulaers over eve^body else I

He was awarded a Medal of the First Class.
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Whilst Millet was thus reaching the zenith
of his fame, his dear friend Rousseau,—with
V horn he h^ laboured in shade and shine,

—

was nearing his end. Slowly and painfully
his life ebbed away, until the early summer,
when Millet was one of those who laid him
sorrowfully' to rest in the little graveyard at
Chailly.

In the midst of his grief, however, he was
called back to Paris to receive the decoration
of Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, and to
be feasted by all and sundry. Being quite un-
accustomed to such scenes of revelry, he was
naturally much embarrassed. 1 looked," he
said laughingly, << to see what the others were
doing !" The excitement was almost too
much for the silent painter, and he was very
thankful to accept M. Hartmann's invitation,

to spend a few days at his country house in

Alsace.
Millet’s return home was by way of Basel,

Ziirich, Lucerne, and Berne. The scenery,

—

especially the great snow mountains,—amazed
and enchanted him. Very many delicious

^'bits" found their way into his sketch-book;
but he wrote, the mighty Alps are beyond my
power to paint* It would be a sacrilege to

intrude so far into the glorious Fane of

Heaven."
He received a rousing welcome home—the

whole hamlet was en fiU* He returned to the
arms of his family, and positively rehised to

be “ drawn." The only public demonstration
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he made was to altend» with his wife and his

children, a sung Mass at Chailly on the follow-

ing Sunday.
Still honours were showered upon Millet.

At the election for the Jury of the Salon in

1869, his name came out sixth on the List.

The years 1870 and 1871 were years of
disaster for France and her children. The
terrible Franco-German War laid the land
waste. At the approach of the Uhlans the
artist community of Barbizon scattered far and
wide. Millet fled with his family to Normandy.
He felt greatly the defeat of his country ; and
wrote, “I am quite overcome with melancholy
and grief.’*

On his return to Barbizon, November 7,
1871, it was evident that his health was failing.

His devotion to his Art lost none of its force.

Two very striking pictures were finished during
the winter,—Les Premiers Pas^—a homely sub-
ject, parents teaching their little one to walk

;

and,—Le Vigfteron en Repos,—a weary vine-
dresser seated on the ground, a composition
full of intense feeling.

Early in the following year a commission
was received at Barbizon from M. de Chen-
nevi^res, Director of the Beaux Arts, for the
decoration of one of the chapels in the Pantheon.
Full of delight and revived energy, Millet
hurried off to Paris, and entered heart and soul
into the scheme. He was asked to paint eight
subjects, for which he was allowed a credit of
5Q,ooo francs. He set to work at once upon
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Le Miracle des Ardents and La Procession de la

Chdsse de Ste, Genivieve.

Very characteristically the Peasant-Painter,
finding himself once more en gargon, reverted to

some of his old student habits. He frequented
the Duval Restaurants, where he could cut his

bread with a knife like a peasant

!

There were considerable difficulties in the
work at the Pantheon. Millet complained of
the dimness and unevenness of the light in his

chapel, and of the structural obstacles in the
way of good effect.

I wish,’* he said, “ to paint my pictures so
that everyone shall read their story right off,

without book or guide to tell them.”
In the autumn of 1874 the Master suffered

much from fever and debility, and he com-
plained also of heart trouble. Fits of lethargy
attacked him, which distressed him greatly.

I was conscious,” he said, of the loss of will-

power, and I found myself digging my thumb
into the dry paint upon my palette, rather than
exert myself to get some fresh colours off the
table.”

**It is such a pity,” he added, “I should
so much have liked to go on working a little

longer.”
Always a devout Catholic, the Master gave

way to no impatience. As his heart became
weaker, and his splendid physical strength

yielded to the attacks of sickness, so much the

more closely did he address himself to the con-
solations of Religion. The strict, upright, and
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pious life he had led he imposed upon his

children ; there was no more devout and worthy
a home the country round than his.

The end came very suddenly, and the noble
Peasant-Poet-Painter breathed his last, sur-

rounded by his famiW, and fortified by the
Sacred Rites of the Church, on January 20,

1875.

His simplicity and modesty he maintained to

the very last. He directed that he should be
buried as a farmer, that no printed announce-
ments should be circulated, but that a neigh-
bour should be aske4 to go from house to

house, according to the usual custom, telling

people of his death, and bidding them to his

funeral.

Jean Fran9ois Millet’s burial was a very
simple and a very touching function. The
day opened wild and stormy, flashes of vivid
sunshine were mingled with blinding showers
of rain and hail; and later on, a dense fog
covered the land—an epitome of all those atmo-
spheric effects he had loved so well.

The spectacle of his bereaved widow and
nine fatherless children walking sadly behind the
bier, borne by relays of peasants, greatly affected

the plain village folk. Many exclamations
were heard, ** M. Millet was a man indeed !**

and Such a good man!”—a title he had borne
for many years,—^which voiced the sympathy
and regret of all Barbizon.

In the cortege followed Lavielle, Lanie,
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Roybet de Penne, Robert Tillot, Cheret,

Gassies, Mason, and the whole Artist Society,

together with almost the entire^ population of

! he district. .

•*

And they laid MSlet by the side of Rousseau,
)a Chailly Churchyard.



THE ART OF MILLET

T F.AN FRANCOIS MILLET began his art

J career at the moment when the Romantic
Movement was in the full tide of its pros-

perity.

Its painters were G^ricault, Ingres, Corot,
Delacroix, Delaroche, Ary Scheffer, Decamps,
and Bonington. Among its sculptors were
Rude and Barye ; literature, music, and drama
were led by Chateaubriand, Hugo, Saint-

Beuve, Balzac, Berlioz, Dumas, Lemaitre,
Fr6d6rick, Bocage, Lamartine, B6ranger,
Thierry, and Gavami.
They had very little effect upon the young

stirdent from Normandy, although, for lack of
anybody more to his taste, he attached himself
to Delaroche.
He had not the slightest sympathy with the

School of David, but he was drawn to G6ri-
cault, who had been the first to throw over
David and all his works, and who may be
looked upoaas the real founder of Romanticism.
His style was bold, firm, and accentuated.
He was able, so to speak, to carve the human
figure. He painted N^ure at her best, and
revived good common-sense, human and robust.

Jouvenet, who has something in common
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with G^ricault, also attracted the young
Peasant-Painter; and Lesueur appealed to him
by “ his homely care,**—be called him one of
the greatest souls in French Art.*’

Ot the French School the Poussins affected

him most ; Nicolas, with his beautiful sim-
plicity, his vigorous figures, and his exquisite

landscapes.** “ I could pass,” he writes, “my
whole life face to face with him,** and Caspar
(Doughet), with “ his pathetic gloom and sweet
melancholy.**
Of Watteau he writes, “ His palette charms

me, and his refinement of expression ; but the
pathos of his laughing faces both delights and
saddens me,”

Claude appealed to him also in his landscape
and chiaroscuro.

Millet did not care at all for the battle of
the styles, he took no interest in it ; and the
classical vogue of nude mythology engrossed
him only for a very few yesivs.

The real artistic inspiration of the young
Norman student must be sought much further
back.
At Cherbourg, under his first masters,

—

Dumouchel and Langlois de Chevreville, the
Gruchy peasant lad saw his first Picture-
Gallery. He was chiefly attracted by the
pictures of Philippe de Champagne, Carl Van
Loo, Van der Mol, Breughels, and Jacob
Jordaens.
From the moment he entered the studio of

Delaroche in Paris, Millet gave himself up with
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unbounded enthusiasm to the study of the great
Masterpieces in the Public Galleries.

The “ Old Masters —whose hgures say
nothing but are overwhelmed with life, and
suffer patiently without complaint, bearing the
oppression of human laws with no idea of seek-
ing their rights,—exercised an immense creative
power in the young artist. Some of them spoke
to him by their expressions of sweetness, holi-

ness, and fervour.

Of the pre-Raphael!tes ; Mantegna, Filippo
Lippi, and Fra Angelico fascinated him, the
latter, in his portraying the simple earnestness
of duty,*’ as he puts it. Of the great Italian

Masters, Correggio, Giorgione, and Titian
moved him most profoundly ; their flesh tints

were wonderful revelations. The Correggio car-

toons, in the Louvre, astonished and delighted
him ; and very early he became the possessor
of copies of his frescoes at Padua. Giorgione
seemed to put him in touch with the Greek
antiques, so pure is his style,” he writes, “ he
opens the country to me.” Titian was his

greatest Italian Master, ^*his pictures are made
to worship ; they are of the highest type,” he
says, 1 know nothing more convincing and
beautiful.” Michael Angelo astonished him
beyond expression ; he searched into his inmost
soul with, ** his forceful vigour and significant

gestures.” ‘*When I saw,” he writes, ^^the
ex{Mression of the slackened muscles, the flat

surfaces of his figures, all convulsed with
physical strain and pain, 1 felt distracted by
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him.” At Velazquez Millet gazed in wonder,
“ not being able,” as he says, “ to penetrate
into his methods.” Rib6ra’s Centaurs and St.

Bartholomews delighted him. His eyes were
fixed upon the canvases of this renowned
master, whose Luminous figures,” he writes,
“ detach themselves from sombre backgrounds.”
He greatly admired Murillo’s portraits, but not
his Holy Families. Rubens’s superb colours
and his living “Carnations” excited Millet’s

whole-hearted admiration. Jacob Ruysdael
affected him by his solemnity.
The influence of Rembrandt is manifest only

in Millet’s later work ; his “ mystery of dark-
ness ” appealed strongly to him. “ I came to
know him,” he says, “ only in later years. He
did not repel me, he blinded me. I thought
I should be obliged to recite ‘ The Stations of
the Cross ’ before entering into his great
genius.”

Referring to his impressions of the works of
these famous Masters, he wrote that he never
tried to make copies of them as he would have
lost their spontaneity and warmth.

Here, in brief, we find the inspiration of the
Art of Millet blending with natural impressions,
which came to him through the accidents of
birth and early environment. The country he
dwelt in, and the country people he met every
day, enforced their individumities upon the
lad's mind. His big rough hands with vigour
mechanicallv directed the plough, but almost
automatically they gently gras^^ the pencil,

3
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the chalky and the brush of the artist. Nature,
as flrst viewed by the boy, was savage by the
wild sea, but smiling in the cultivated field.

The figures and their occupations to which his

eyes first became accustomed were stalwart
and laborious.

He was in every sense a child of Nature

—

he was a son of the soil. The cultivation of
the land, and its products, became his second
nature ; he knew them all by heart. The
sanctity of home, the sacredness of the Mass,
and the blessedness of toil were his magnets.

At Cherbourg the young studentwas launched
upon his own resources. Town life modulated
his first impressions, and ^ave elasticity and
scope to his inspiration. His study of, and his

drawings from, conventional subjects were not
without significance in their witness to the
ultimate quality of his work.
The hardships of Millet’s Paris life,—borne

in a spirit of splendid manliness and self-dis-

cipline,—deepened greatly the earnestness of his

character. What had marked his memory,
with vivid pictiures of the hard lot of the
Norman peasantry, made its impress also upon
his own experience of life. It was all work,
work, work, with little time for rest.

The one great object he placed before him
was truth. In spite of, and in defiance of, the
popular and conventional painting of the day,
Millet followed his own bent and went his own
way.
At Barbizon he built his Shrine. Nature was
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his Goddess, and Labour was the ritual of Her
worship. He painted Nature as he found her.

In honour of her cult he became the ^reat
Peasant'Poet-Painter of the century, mixing
his colours, so to speak, with the poems of
Burns, of Wordsworth, and of Longtellow.
His movement was always along a single

line, in exact time with each appropriate and
sympathetic note. He is entirely innocent of
grandiloipience and pose. The scene, its occu*
pcaiits, their employments, the environments
of sky, sea, and land,—each harmoniously
arranged,—such are the hostages of his palette.

Nature, in all her moods, won his ardent love
and keen sympathy. One of his aphorisms
was, ** If a man finds any place or effect in

Nature not beautiful, the lack is in his own
heart.**

In 1848 Millet found his true metier, Le
Vanneuv is an epic poem, painted in natural
colours. The winnower may be the artist-

singer himself ; and the chaff, which he blows,
and shakes out of his bass, the conventional
hypocrisies of life.

“ Millet,” writes M. P. Mantz, is the first

painter of rustic life, who breaks with the vul-
garities of a meagre realism, and, dignifying
mone the sentiment and the form, has shown
that the rude labours of the field have also their

poetry and their heroic.”*
The Peasant in the Art of Millet is the key

of all that follows. He sumed at showing the
peasants as the Lords of Nature, in their

3—2
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hard toil, in their impressive gestures, and in

their conquest of the soil they till. Their feet

take hold of the ground, and their bodies bear
its colour and its scent ; whilst their shadows
are projected upon its surface. Tenacious,
courageous, and economical, they exhibit the
beauty of strength, patience, and resignation in

a superlative degree.
Millet preferred, he said, “ to paint middle-

aged men and women, for they show the

effect of toil. Their crooked limbs and bent
backs speak of their years of toil.*'

Millet's peasants are not like Greuze's,

—

a dilettante folk,—^they are workers ; and his

instinct has made them and their labours
pregnant with interest. Commonplace they
never are, and their sad dignity contrasts
strikingly with the sordidness and misery of
peasantry such as Zola's.

If they are poor, they are at the same time
noble. Their clothes are without folds and
pleats, but their sober gestures, and majestic
attitudes, have the grandeur of the antique.
If the Master has made them dirty with work
and sweat, their features are always good, and
their figures are always well developed.
A picture-dealer once complained of the dirt

of his peasants and their cattle. “ See," said
he, they are straight from the show-yard."

Well, what of that ?" retorted Millet.

«« Where would you have them come from

—

from the drawing-room ?"

.Diaz also once twitted him by saying, ** Your
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women come from the cow-house and added^
“ You paint the thorns, I the roses.*’

No,—Millet sought truth, that was all; not
dirt, not vulgarity, not prettiness.

Writing from Barbizon on May 30, 1863,
Millet says, “ There are some who say that I

deny the charm of the country. I find there,

on the contrary, very much more than mere
charm, I find infinite splendour. 1 see clearly

the feathery crowns of the dandelions, and the
sunbeam which plays with them. Further
away is the open country, with gloriously-hiied
clouds dancing over it. I see also the steam-
ing plain, where horses are working. Then, in

a stony plot, 1 behold a man, covered with mud,
who has been toiling and gasping since early
morning, and who is resting a moment to take
breath. The whole diama is enveloped in

splendour. This is no imagination on my
part. It is indeed a very long time since this
‘ Cri de la Terre ’ was first uttered. I have
never had, during the whole of my life, anything
else but the fields in my mind. 1 should weary
you, and myself also, if I were to tell you all

that I have seen, and heard, and felt."

Certmnly this is a personal revelation of the
character and the purpose of the man—the
peasant, the poet, and the painter—which none
could better.

To Millet the man of the soil represented the
whole human family, and the peasant gave him
the clearest type of oyr toil and our suffering.

He used to say, ** 1 paint what 1 feel rather
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than what 1 see.” Hence the harshness of his
“ Cri de la Terre.” He has caught its expres-
sion exactly. His peasants have the pursed-up
lips, which betoken stress of mind and striun of

muscle. They are ever trying nobly for juster

things, and are bearing the present trials with
equanimity. They are ever frustrated and
thrown back upon themselves, to recommence
again, with ceaseless monotony, the task before
rhem. And such is human life with many !

The Art of Millet has in it elevation of senti-

ment, which inspires the soul to make a truth-

ful study of life—life in earnest—life as it is.

Millet is the one painter who has reached
finality in his Apotheosis of the Peasant.
Nothing can equal, much less excel, him.
When we cast a coup over the whole

Work of Millet, we are struck with the vigour
of will which carried him along his way. A
certain number of magnificent figures dominate
the scene. They form a kind of Peasant Wal-
halla, wherein they are enshrined, with the halo
of poetry. Le Vanneur and Le Semeur are part-

nered by La Tondeuse,—she who cuts away
what hampers and enfeebles,—and La Bcrghcy
—she who feeds, and guides to pastures new.
At the entrance is L*Homnu h. la Htme, who
threatens the idle and the intruder

!

That there was a distinct and profound
method in the Master's Work goes without
saying. He gives us just one full £ty of human
life,— from misty daw^ to dewy eve,— in

Nature's Shrine. In the early morning he shows
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us man and woman going forth unto their

labour until the evening/' L$ Dipart pour U
Travail tells its own tale,— young couple, their

life all before them, are stepping out briskly in

the fresh morning air.

Le Semeur^ Les hicheurs^ Les Glamuses are
toiling in the heat of the day. They bend their

backs, they stiffen their muscles, they sweat;
but they are Sovereigns of the soil.

L^An^ilns du Soir marks the passing of the
afiernoon. A little pause for breath, a brief

prayer, and a chastened memory of One» who
once laboured as hard as any man.
La Maternite, La Jeune Femme a la Lampe^ La

Femme remplisant ses Seaux^ reveal the passive
side of human life,—the nourishing and the
ruling of the home.
Le Vigneron en Repos, La Femme an Rouet, and

La Cavdtuse show us the evening of life, where
the shadows are lengthening. The older man
is tired, and is resting ; and the aged mother
is sitting at her quiet house>task.
La Mort ei le B^cheron is the last scene which

ends the Tragedy of Work. It breathes the sad
poetry which had whispered to Millet all through
his life.

Throughout the whole Work of Millet there

is not a trace of merry-making, or of gentle

wooing—^no fun, no frolic, no geUanieries, When
he gives us a young girl,—like his Berghes,

—

with a grace touching and naive, she is demure
and alone ; and her bosom is crossed with a
modest cotton kerchief. His older women' have
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few physical charms; their heads are wrapped,
something like the heads of nuns, in tight ker-

chiefs, and their figures are av/kward and un-
attractive. His men and lads are talking only
with their likes. They seem spiritless and un-
sportive. His children are not playing games,
they are restrained and obedient ; and are lend-
ing their childish vigour to the battle of life.

If the two sexes are engaged in the same occu-
pation, they are silent,—their lips are dumb

;

their glances never meet,—their eyes are not
those of lovers. They work, they rest, they
recline in the same furrow, and beneath the
shade of the same hayrick, or tree, quite un-
concerned about each other. Anitnal-like and
soulless as they seem to be, they are as much
removed from the mere animal, and the sensual,
as it is possible to conceive.
Millet never painted an immodest picture. His

“ boigneuses,” “nymphes,*" “ idylles,” and his

nudes," have no suggestiveness beyond what
a child may appreciate and love. Probably the
exhortation of his grandmother was ever present
in his mind, “ Francois, remember you are a
Christian, and never paint an indecent picture."
A critic once said to Millet, “ You must

sometimes see good-looking peasants and pretty
country girls."

** Yes," he replied, ** but beauty does not lie

in the face ; it lies in the harmony^ between man
and his toil. Beauty is expression. When I

paint a mother, I try to render her beautiful, by
the tender look she gives her child."
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It was Jules Breton, not Millet^ of whom it

was said, “ He paints the girls who are too
pretty to stay in the village.”

Nevertheless, La RdU de la Femme is most
distinct in the Master’s work. Man's labour
has its fixed hounds, woman’s work is never
done. “She is,” says M, Roger Milfes, “ the
healthful dairy which nourishes, and the rich

sieve whence come the potatoes.”
And how Millet's Work revealed his Art

must now he told.
“ I wish,” he said to M. Thor^, “ that the

beings I represent should have the air of dedi-
cation to their positions, and that they should
not sutrgest any other. I wish the air I paint
to bl'?vv softly, and the water 1 paint to look
like crystal.”

The methods whereby Millet achieved his
object were as follows:—(i) Careful Study,
(2) Simple Composition, (3) Exact Drawing,
(4) Emphatic Colour, (5) N'igorous Touch, (6)
Silhouette Illumination, and (7) Rapidity of
Execution.

STUDY

The artist's first step,” Millet used to say,
is to find au arrangement, which will give a

full and striking expression of his idea.” He,
himself, gave very much thought to his sub-
ject. He regard^ it from every possible point
of view; and did not hit upon its typical

value, until he had thoroughly exhausted all its
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possibilities. He made no cojpies, but from
recollection he drew roughly his impressions.
He worked up his idea, slowly and gradually,
until he had produced what most forcibly ap-
pealed to him.
Lc Semeur is an eminent example of this

patient study. It was the painter’s first

Barbizon peasant impression ; and it came to

him, as he stood day after day at the door of his

studio. He watch^ the man tramp heavily to

and fro, scattering, with dominating waves ofhis

arm, the golden seed upon the captive ground.
Monotony, seriousness, resignation, pathos,

and tranquil harmonies, are depicted in his
** composition ” with absolute fidelity.

No painter’s study of reality was ever more
searching or profound ; indeed, very few artists

have created records so pregnant with signifi-

cance.

COMPOSITION

Millet’s idea was that, ** each earthly career
has its dominating; figure and character.”
Hence his composition is marked by great sim-
plicity ; one figure,—or, at the most three or
four,—engages his attention. There is no con-
fusion, each picture is an organic whole.
He used to make an avant^hn or accurate

sketch on the canvas rather than a rough
sketch, and actually did two pictures at the
saihe time. The traits of the avanMoM <dten

peep through his finished work.
,
This contri-

buted greatly to depth and reality of result.
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Millet rarely used a model, and he rarely

painted a pose. Nature,*’ he said, ** never
poses.** He required sitters only that he might
correct details of form and clothing.

He carefully elaborated what his first idea
had given him; ‘‘everything,** as he said, “seen
and unseen, the most important of all, planes
and surfaces.**

His ruling principle was “one thing at a
time.** Consequently, when he was painting
Ruth et Boaz, and a ^end ran in to see it with
the exclamation, “ Why, man, she’s just

lovely r* Millet snapped out “ What ?** in

reply, and, with a savage dash of his brush,
spoiled her mouth f

It has been truly said of Millet’s composition,
“ Tt touches the scenes of his Kpic with a
dignity, a solemn passion, and a sense of eternal
issues, which lift him to the rank of Michael
Angelo and Beethoven.”

DRAWING

Millet’s drawing, whether pencil, crayon,
pastel, or chalk, is marked by great originality

and power. His method was nrst to mark the
boundaries of his study by parallel lines, and
to outline the greater spaces, which he pro-
posed to fill in with figures^ trees, and houses.
Next, he fixed the vdues of each object by
long strokes, thicker in the centre and lighter

at the edges. Thirdly, he ran a thin, and
almost imperceptible, chainwork of interlacing
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lines, like basket-work, across and up and down
his sketch. This “texture,** so to speak, is

remarkable in bis clouds, rain, snow, and mist,

and in his night effects. By it, too, he ob-
tained the rising dust, and steam of moving
cattle and sheep.

Each footmark of every beast is distinct, and
so are the blades of grass, and the sweet herbs
and flowers, which they graze upon, as they
roam along. These points are clearly seen in

the numerous variations of Le Berger and La
Bergire.

Figures, too, are drawn in the boldest manner.
Certainly Millet was assisted in his rendering
of the features by the fact that the Barbizon
peasants had, as a rule, striking physiognomies.
Their faces in Millet’s work are evidently
portraits.

Under the influence of his philosophy his

pencil became a roughing-chisel and a smooth-
ing-tool combined. Le Vigneron en Repos is like

a wild animal, fixed to the ground. Les BicheurSf

and other drawings of like importance, are in

heavy outline, done with a large reed pen.
Millet’s drawings are complete works of art

in themselves. His pastels are astonishing in

their delicacy of technique. In a word. Millet’s

drawing excels his paring in every respect.

Decamps once said, rather banteringly, to
Millet, “ You are a lucky fellow

:
you can do

what you want with your crayon.”
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COLOUR

Millet is superb as a colourist—perhaps too
lavish at times. His effects, for example, of
sunshine after rain, and of mist rolling away,
are <iuite extraordinary in their realism.

Ill his landscapes, which in his later period
occupied much more of his attention than in

his earlier work, he “ wished to give,” he said,

the feeling that the beholder was gazing at

an actual bit of Nature.” Plain and hill he
modelled as a master. Trees he did grandly,
twisted and gnarled roots and stems he revelled
in. His branches and his leaves rustle in the
breeze—Varhre respire!

His sea, in his marine compositions, is deep
and salty,—his rivers and his ponds arc run-
ning and clear,—his rain wets the ground as
it falls.

Figures, and beasts,and birds are true to flesh,

and hide, and feather.

Millet’s favourite colours were burnt sienna,
raw sienna, maple yellow, yellow ochre, and
dark blue. He used rose madder to produce
rich shadows. His ** Carnations ” have dark,
ruddy tints, like umber, after the manner of
Michael Angelo.
He followed Rubens, who rubbed in, first of

all, deep, rich, transparent tints for shadows

;

and painted in the white whilst the colours
were still wet. In the great Flemish Master’s
pictures, the portions that are turned away from
the light are never charged with pigment.
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There is a trace of this in Millet’s colouriza-

tioD.

Velazquez also was one of Millet’s colour-
masters. He was always satisfied with simple
equipment. Ochres and red and brown earths
are the foundations of his palette; he hardly
ever used lake like the Venetians.

There are traces in Millet’s colour-scheme of
the influence of Titian and Correggio. The
former elaborated his painting with successive
coatings. Correggio’s manner was to put in

cool shades first, then to modify and warm them
up in monochrome, and to finish off with a deli-

cate but glittering glaze. Both these great
masters tau^t Millet the different *<feei” of

skin and stun.
Linseed-oil was his ordinary mixing medium,

but at times, also, he used bitumen. L'Angdus
is an example of the latter, and, most unfortu-
nately, it already shows signs of perishing.
On the other hand, Les Glomuses is made up
of unperishable constituents, and its impasto
was worked up into an opaque and solid mass.
This masterpiece, and others in the same cate-

gory, will last ; the cake has taken hold of the
canvas, and become one material.

TOUCH

Millet’s touch had a suppleness and a magic
w;hich are quite unique. Whilst everything
appears dark, heavy, and solemn at first sight.
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a closer inspection reveals a perfect wealth of
intricate and delicate workmanship. The per-

fect anatomy of his figures can be seen»—as in

the work of Velazquez,—right through their

shabby and soiled thick garments. Not only
so, but the stretching, and relaxing of the
muscles, at work or at rest, are exactly differen-

tiated.

In La Tondease de Monions the pressure of
the woman's hand upon the shears is as dis-

tinct as that upon her lips. In Les Tmurs de
Cochons the backward thrust of the animal is

as evident as is the ** pull in the arms of
the men.

Again, rapid action is exactly noted. In La
RicolU des Sarrasim we see, not only the flying
of the flails, and the flickering of the corn-husks,
but the clan ” and the crunch ” are almost
distinguishable.
Upon the leaves of Millet's trees,—each

species of which is exactly painted,—are glisten-
ing drops of rain and dew. Each cross-light
falls just where it should, and darkens or iflu-

niin^ expression, gestiure, and repose in an
inimitable manner.

Millet’s pictures have something of the
plastic about them ; indeed, some of them seem
as thou^ they had been cut out of pumice-
stone

—

CEdi^ diiachi do VArhre^ for example.
He never sunted hb canvases ; hb ^ette and
his brush were always generously laden with
paint.

Speaking of thb lavbhness, M. de Geffroy
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says, Millet’s pictures are like geof^rapbical
maps in relief, so thick is the pastiche.”
Big hands were Millet’s, but they were finely

articulated. His “ points ” and his “ lines ” are
as fine as those of Watteau.

ILLUMINATION

Millet made great use of silhouette. His
light comes from behind or above his figures.

He worked from dark to light, just the reverse
of the method of the painters of the School of
Watteau. There is no reflection from the
figures themselves, nor are there any effects

like those thrown by footlights. He was fond
of looking at his sitters ” in his studio at Bar-
bi2X>n through their reflections in the big mirror,
which hung there for the purpose. An inkling
of this characteristic is shown in his mirror
portrait of M. Feuardent’s little girl at Cher-
bourg. By this means Millet added immensely
to the picturesqueness of his compositions.

In the open. Millet’s figures are subdued in

their illumination ; the brilliant gold or silver

outlining thread, which appears to give them
their glint, is in pronounced contrast to the
sombreness of their bulk.

His interior effects of the reflections of laihp
or candle, or the glowing of a passi^ sunbeam
through an of^n door, are convincing in their

brilliancy, as in La Jeune Femm$ d la l^ampe.
The depth of shadow in moonlight effects is
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remarkable. He used to sw, •‘I love the
night. Have you ever noticed how things are
modified in the mystery which succeeds the
daylight ? One imagines one can see much
of what lies in the words, ' The Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters.' ’* His
Un Parc d Moutons—Clair de Lme is a striking
example.

Winter and autumn effects Millet rendered
grandly. L'Orage du Plaine, L'Hiver^ Bdcherons
dans la Ferity and many more similar canvases,
show exact phrasing of time and atmospheric
movement.
Not infrequently it is quite easy to tell the

actual hour of the day chosen by the Master.
In La Grande Berghre the time is five o'clock,
on a still October evening.

This characteristic, and,—if we may use the
word in connection with Millet,—realistic treat-

ment, became a conspicuous trait in much of
the work of the School of Barbizon.

RAPIDITY OF EXECUTION

Few things were more striking about
Millet's work than the speed with which it

was accomplished. In his early Paris da^%

—

when an empty stomach hastenei a willing

hand,—he could complete a drawing, or a pastel,
or an oil-painting, with a little nude figure, for

a dealer in a couple of hours. Th^ sold
readily for twenty urancs apiece.

4
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C//W Gardeuse de VacJus was painted very thinly

in transparent colours ; opaque lines are worked
in only on the sky and ground. It was done
in a day.
His Millet improvised on paper, or any-

thing hancly, with extraordinary rapidity. In a
few moments he had traced the outlines of his

composition,” and then the completion of the
picture, or the pastel, was achieved with a vigour
almost worthy of a Michael Angelo.
He laid his colours on in lumps and splashes,

and super-imposed colour upon colour, whilst
the oil was yet soft, and then he worked them
all up as quickly as possible with a thick brush.
In this he followed Rembrandt^ who ** worked
savagely into his plastic mass with the handle
of his brush !”

Not without reason has Millet been called
“ The French Rembrandt.” Both men saw
their models as no one else saw them, and each

C
ainted them in his own peculiar way. They
oth offered absolute novelty and freedom from

convention, with entire simplicity and perfect

truthfulness.

One of Rembrandt’s aphorisms was :
**We

should submit to Nature alone, and not to any
other rules.”

. This is exactly the teaching of the Painter
of Barbizon.
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“ The great landscapists,*' writes M. C- Blanc,
“ are those who gaze upon Nature with emo-
tion, and who have impressed upon her the
stamp of their own personal character/'

This is what Jean Francois Millet has done.
It is rjuite as natural to spealc about Millet's

peasants '* as about Raphael's Madonnas,”

The School of Barbizon claims Millet, Rous-
seau, and Troyon as its founders. Among
their followers were Dupr6, C. jacque, Diaz,

fe
Bleton, J. B. Millet and Fran9ois Millet (the
aster’s brother and son), G. Courbet, P. E,

Fr^re, G. Brion, P. Billet, L. L'hermitte, H.
Ncrolle, C. Manet, A. Roll, J. C. Cazin, B.
Lepage, and G. Dore.
The influence of Millet has made itself

markedly felt in the work of our British artists.

Madox Brown, La Thangue, G. Clausen, and
j. Smythe have all expanded the Cult of crude,
truthful Nature.

4—2
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CALLING THE CATTLE HOME—PAYSAN RAPPELANT
SES VACHES

OF this picture we have scanty details, and
when it was painted it is impossible to

say. In 1873, when Mr. Wyatt Eaton paid his

second visit to the Master, Millet showed it

him. It was found in the studio after his

death, its face turned to the wall. It was sold

at the sale of Millet’s pictures, in 1875, for

4,000 francs. A small oil-painting entitled,

jF^aysm mifflant dans sa Trompe^ pour rappeler ses

Vaches^ was sold at M. Sensier’s sale in 1877
for 225 francs. The owners of these pictures

are not known.
Several drawings of the subject were done

in black chalk in 1856-1857. The date of the
pastel, which is reproduce among our illustra-

tions, and the name of its owner, are*unknown.
The scene is quite characteristic of the

Master. The gathering together of the cows,
wearing their bells, is very natural; but the
pose of the cowherd is stiff. The sunset effect

18 admirable ; but this is one of the less im-
portant examples of the Master.
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GOING TO WORK—LE DjfePART POUR LE TRAVAIL

Le Depart tells its own tale. A young couple,
—their life all before them,—are stepping out
briskly in the fresh morning air, “ going forth
to their labour until the evening.”
The picture is in dark colours—perhaps the

most sombre of all Millet’s compositions. The
girl is garl>ed in browny-red, with a soiled

apron. On her head she carries her potato-
basket, her face is in deep shadow, and in her
hand she has a rope. The lad, in a bluish
blouse, and tight earth-brown trousers, and
straw hat, walks by her side, l>earing his fork
and his hoe.

Its date is quite uncertain, and it was never
sent to the Salon. It belongs to Mr. J. Donald,
of Glasgow.
At the Victoria and Albert Museum, (lonides

Collection), is an etching,—among others—of
Le Dipart. It is full of motion, touched with a
certain pleasant cheerfulness—a quality rare
enough in Millet’s work. The girl bears the
vessel of refreshment,—a greybeard, or stone
runlet,—and reveals a beaming face; whilst the
figure of the man is like that in the oil-painting,

with much better drawn legs, and his blouse
is phrased with folds. The landscape is also
far more interesting.
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THE SOWER—LE SEMEUR

The first page in Millet’s great Epic of
Labour, at Barbizon was “ the Sower.” It

was his first peasant impression there, and it

came to him standing, as was his wont, at the
door of his studio.

All day long the sower tramps heavily and
wearily to and fro. His left hand holds up his

apron, or his pouch full of grain. With his

right hand he describes huge rhythmical waves
ill space, tossing the golden treasure,—by the
rule of the old-lore charm,— cross-wise into

the air.

Long ago at Gruchy, in his youth, Millet
had sketched the figure of a peasant scattering

grain in the furrows as he paced along. That
little pen-and-ink study was the germ of all

that followed.

The Normandy moorland of the earlier study,
with its team of white oxen, gave place, in the
later drawings, to the Plaine de la Bi^re, with
the well-known ruined tower at Chailly and a
clump of trees ; and the plough is harnessed to

Barbizon horses.
Le Grand Stnunr Millet painted for the

Salon of 1850. The Sower is a young man,
rugged in aspect. He is clothed in an earthy-
red blouse and bluish trousers, which are
covered with stubbly straws. His hat, cover-
ing his shaded face, is worn grey with ex-

,posure. He is nn j4un$ gars de GrevHUj of
the type of Michael Angelo, absorbed in the
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monotony of his task^ and silhouetted on the
free horizon of the rolling plain.

The critics were in two camps. Th<?ophile
Gautier, and his following, praised this olief-

d'cstivye enthusiastically ; whilst Louis de Gef-
froy, and those of his kidney, denounced it,

and maintained that the dying grain was like
“ the cries of the down-trodden peasants appeal-
ing for justice to an obdurate Heaven.**

After many vicissitudes this picture has found
its way into the Vanderbilt Collection in New
York, of which it is the chief ornament.
The second Semeur was the outcome of a

black-chalk sketch done in 1851. The figure,

en silhouette^ against the rising ground, is that of

a Barbizon lad. He is less stalwart, and his

gestures are less majestic than in Le Grand
Semeur, It belongs to Mr. A. Quincey Shaw,
of Boston, U.S.A.

THE GLEANERS—LES GLANEUSES

This picture is a chef-d'oeuvre of the first order.

It was painted for the Salon of 1857, where it

made a great sensation.

Millet, as usual, thought out his subject very
carefully. Nine drawings in black chalk are
in existence, ever^ one dissimilar.

In the oil-painting we see three poor women,
—one old and two young,—gleaning ears of
wheat, left by the reapers. The old woman has
abow^ figure, but finds it difficult to stoop low

;
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whilst her two companious are moving regularly
along in true balance,—with one hand picking
up the ears, and with the other holding the
miniature sheaves. The colours of their
garments are green, red, and drab. Their
head -kerchiefs are soiled and crumpled with
their toil. Their rough homespun skirts and
their sabots are covered with dust and straws.

In the background, reapers are busy loading
waggons, and women are bearing sheaves upon
their heads. The farmer, mounted, is directing
his labourers. Farm buildings and trees and
cornstacks break the flat horizon.
The whole composition is convincing, the

drawing faultless, and the finish admirable.
The sky is bluey-grey, the atmosphere trans-

parent, and a harmonious light fills the picture
with the warm glow of an August sun.
The picture had, however, only a brief

success. Edmond About, indeed, testified that
the grandeur and serenity of the subject moved
him as profoundly as did the religious pictures
of old times. Saint Victor, and other critics,

scoffed at the gigantic and ugly women.'*
Votaries of pleasure passed it 1^ with a
shudder, and men of sterner stuff felt its

thrust.

Those three bowed-down backs spoke, only
too eloquently, of misery, hunger, and resigna-
tion. The drudgery of cheerless toil was only
too strikingly depicted in those heroic types of
labour, fulfilling their weary task until “the
night cometh when no man can work.**
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Little is known of the history of Les Glatieuses.

It has quite lately been given to the Louvre by
Madame Pommery, who paid 300,000 francs
for it.

A variant oil-painting,—upright,—also exists,

which was bought in i860, by M. Binder, for

2.000 francs ; and found purchasers in 1875, for

12.000 francs, and in 1886 for 24,000 francs.

THE ANGELUS—l’ANGELUS DU SOIR

“This is the most beautiful picture of the
modern French school !*' Many authorities

agree in this high appreciation. It was the
most touching product of the painter’s brush,
in his most brilliant period,—1855-1859.
Always profoundly penetrat^ by religious

sentiment from his childhood. Millet has ex-

pressed the Evening Prayer with a fervour and
a poetry at once ^rand and naive. Very long
he studied his subject. He chose for bis scene
the north extremity of the Plaine de Barbizon,
where the church tower of Chailly, and the trees

of La Grande Route, fill the horizon.
The very simplicity of the composition adds

immeasurably to its force. Several drawii^s
in black chalk, and many sketches, are in exist-

ence, which show the gradual evolution of the
“ idea.”

For foreground the Master has (^iven us a

C
otato-field, the harvesting of wfalbch is the
usiness of the young peasant couple.
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The young man and young woman are living

figures, truthful in form and dress. They are
bcrious and they are silent. They have just

ceased from their toil. His fork is dug into the
ground, and her full basket is disengaged from
her arm.
The man is uncovered. He holds his peasant’s

hat to his breast, and he expresses, by the in-

clination of his head, a touching sentiment of

devotion. The girl, with clasped hands, bows
herself still more lowly. Her lips seem to be
moving, as she whispers her prayer. In spite

of their untidiness, the two peasants have all

I lie earnestness of the gentlefolk of Raphael,
kneeling before the altar at Bolsena.
The colours employed are brown, grey, and

yellow, with an unusual amount of dull blue in

the man’s trousers and the girl’s gown. His
hat is black felt, and he also wears a small
black skull-cap. Whilst his breast is open, her
bosom, and her head, are modestly covered d
la biguine.

The time of day is towards evening ; the
sun is still above the horizon. A golden mellow
light casts dancing sun -rays upon the two
figures. The country breathes the calm which
marks the first stage of closing day.
Never was the Divinity of Labour more

touchingly proclaimed.
** I wish,^' said Millet,—when he had nearly

finished the picture^
—** that they should hear

the bells peal, and this is the secret of the
pose.”
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The history of L'Aftgelus du Soir reads like

a romance. It was sent with La Bergen^
Femme faisant paitre sa Vache and La Mort et

le BiUheron to the Salon of 1859, and, with La
Berghe^ was accepted.

Millet sold it first to an “ American** for 1,500
francs, who never paid for and never claimed
the picture. Next M. Papelan bought it for

1,000 francs, and sold it to Mr. Arthur Stevens,
who in turn, disposed of it to M. Van Praet.
In 1864 the latter exchanged it with M. Paul
Tesse for La Bergere,—which Millet had sold
him in 1861 for 2,500 francs,—^and M. Gavet
became its owner for 4,000 francs. M. Durand-
Ruel purchased it for 12,000 francs, and,—at the
sale of his pictures,—M. J. Wilson gave 38,000
francs. In 1881, at the Wilson sale, M. Georges
Petit gave the large sum of 160,000 francs.

At the Secr^tan sale, in 1887, M. Antoine
Proust bought L'Afigilus for the Louvre at the
high figure of 553,000 francs. Difficulties

arose about the payment, and Mr. Sutton
secured the Masterpiece, for the American Art
Association of New York, for the same price.

In 1890 M. Garnier regained the picture for

Prance, and sold it to M. Chauchard,—the
present owner,—for the immense sum of 8cx),ooo

francs

!

In the Louvre is a pastel of UAngelm^ also
by Millet. Mr. A. Stevens bought it for 4,000
francs, and M. Hollender gave 100,000 francs
for it. Our illustration is photographed from
this version.
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WOMAN SPINNING—LA FEMME AU ROUET

The idea of this picture seems to have been
formed at Gruchy, as a sketch exists in the
Collection of M. Firon which shows Millet’s

sister Emilie seated, much as is the figure in

La Femme au Rouet. Her dress, and the ap-
pointments of the room are Norman.

In the picture we have a Barbizon peasant-
woman. Her head is wrapped in the accus-
tomed kerchief. Her corsage is faded red, and
her apron, flecked with fugitive shadows, is

soiled white. The distaff, which she holds in

her hands, and the spinning-wheel, upon the
treadle of which rests her foot, are exactly
drawn. The room is a peasant’s kitchen in

neutral colours. The big armoire^ or cupboard,
with its door ajar, showing vessels of all kinds
in cleanly order, is a characteristic feature of
all humble French dwellings. The woman’s
air is calm, serious, and subdued. The com-
position is careful and tender. M. Thor6 con-
siders that, ** it has a good deal of the Dutch
school about it,—pointing to the period when
Rembrandt’s influence was making itself felt.

The transparency of the light within the room,
and the silence of the warm colours, with the
simple and animated touch, remind one much
of Terburg.”
The date of this picture is quite uncertain,

nor does it appear to have been exhibited at
the Salon.
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It belongs now to M. Coquelin of

Paris, and was acquired at the Morgan sale in

New York for 70,000 francs.

DEATH AND THE WOODMAN—LA MORT ET LE
Dt^CHERON

Upon the verge of a verdant wood, in a deep
lane, an old peasant has fallen down, crushed
with weariness, panting and exhausted. He
can bear his heavy bundle of firewood no
further. His back is bent> his legs are
doubled beneath him, and his hands have
relaxed their hold. His head is projected
forward in utter hopelessness. His face,

—

hollow and pained,—^is wonderfully expres-
sive; and his mouth is uttering a lamentable
moan.

Death,—in a white shroud,—holds the sym-
bolical hour-glass and the reaping-scythe ; and
extends a bony arm and hand to grasp the poor
old man’s throat. The figure of the Remorseless
One is wisely veiled to hide all ugliness, andliis
face is turned away to preserve the mystery of
the Great Unknown.
Smoke is issuing from the chimney of the

cottage, and in its direction the dying man is

striving to turn his eyes.
The time of day is late afternoon, and the

westering sun casts a lurid light upon the
figure of Death.
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Apart from this vivid illumination, the colour-

scheme is subdued,—ashy-grey, and dull brown,
and black. The foliage is autumnal.

This masterpiece was rejected by the Jury
of the 1^9 Ssdon merely because it was “ a
painful Object ”

! In 1857-1858 Millet did

three drawings of it. The first he sold to

M. C. Tillot for 2,000 francs.

No purchasers were forthcoming for the
picture, although it contains,— along with
L'AngHus and La MaterniUy— the highest
elevation of sentiment in all Millet's Work.

In 1875 it realized 10,000 francs, and in

1878 M. Laurent-Richard bought it for 12,000
francs. It is now in the Carlsberg Glyptothek
at Copenhagen.

CHURCH—LE VILLAGE DE CHAILLY

The church of Chailly has much interest
for lovers of Millet, for does not the body of
the deceased Master rest under its shadow,
alongside that of his dear friend Rousseau ?

On November 21, 1863, Millet wrote to M.
Sensier, ** Perhaps you do nbt know that they
propose to desecrate this little cemetery and to
turn it into a vilbura green for dancing. . . .

The trees have all been sold. ... It is

shameful 1" He wrote also to the but
hts efforts were all in vain. The remains of
the ** hoary fathers of the hamlet were ruth-
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lessly dug up, and a new cemetery was made at

the back of the old church.

This is a pastel, but its date is uncertain.

A pastel entitled, Le Village de Chailly, exists,

also undated. It was sold at M. Gavet's sale,

in 1875, for 4,600 francs, but where it is now
we are unable to say.
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ON

BELL’S “MINIATURE SERIES OF PAINTERS.

“ Tliey aie published in handy form at the price of one

shilling each, and are the best and the cheapest productions

of this kind which have ever been offered to the pnblic. In

their way the little volumes are quite perfect. The * get-

flip ’ is in excellent taste ; the type and paper could not be

better, and the illustrations are wonderfully good. In regard

to the letterpress, again, it has been arranged and condensed

with great care, and with a full understanding of what are

the most important features in the life and art of the painter

under consideration. ... It is to be hoped the series will

be extended indefinitely, for it it, notwithstanding the small

sice of the volumes, highly satisfactory from every point of

view.**--.- IVfstmiffstirBmfgrf,
“ These dainty little volumes are beautifully illustrated,

and produced at a price which will place them within the

means of att.’*—Zm/aw* JWd,
“We cannot but feel regret while reading Dr. WiltUm-

son’s brief but excellent study'of Velasques that it waa not

in the hands of every visitor to the Guildhall this summer/'
^Ziitrofy
“ All lovers of art wUt revel in these delightful tittle

hooka.**

—

CJUtnAW0mM$,

volume is deUghtfuUy wrltt^ ahd got up^ a

wooteifttl

**The iUttstiatlona are uttifbinily' excellent. If att is to

be medevpoiiular, this assuredly Is the way to do it**—JMi
** Bxceedi^ bimdy-aiid
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** Written by acknowledged authoritti», and illuatrated

with reprodnctiona of the great painters' works, they should

prove widely ttsehil as well as interesting introductions to

any study of the respective artists' works."

—

Observer.

" Messrs. Bell's new * Miniature Series of Painters ’ seems

to us very well conceived. They give in small compass

chapters on the life and the art of each painter, and on the

illustrations by him contained in the book, and lists of his

chief works, of the books about him, etc. They are clearly

and intelligibly written, and are just the thing for the

amateur art student."

—

Literature.

**They are exquisite little volumes, artistically bound,

and each containing reproductions of eight of the most

representative works of the artist written of. How the

publisher can 'produce the works at a shilling each will

puasle most book-buyers. They are marvels of cheapness,

the Mnding, letterpress, illustrations^ and general get-up

being beyond praise.^*-— and White.

The first three are admirable little works in their way,

giving as much fact and as much sound criticism as could

well be expected in so small a compass.*’— iF. V,
** Nothing could be better In its way than the arrange-

ment of these booklets^ of which the letterpress is brief

without boldnesSiL and concise without obscurity. They
are small yet comprehensive. They put everything into a

nutshelh and the illustrations are judiciously selected. The
gc^Mval get-up is eminently tasteful."—

^VBdl'a ^Miniature Series of Painters’ should find a

warm welcome among all art-loving people,

JkttiyMm*
««A deliil^tfid UtOe edition.

A elmnning colleet&oa fd Uule boolpiK The mpaeutlon.

ol the series is excellent”-—Weetmimier Review.
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These little monographs are admirable as introductions

to an intelligent study of the great painters.”

—

Record*

** Delightful little stories of the life and work of each

painter, with exquisite reproductions of many of the best

works and very valuable little lists of paintings and their

present resting-places, and also compact bibliographies.**

—

Rock*

*'We have never seen better value given for one

shilling than these perfectly delightful little volumes, and
to all students of art they will become indispensable hand-

books. The illustrations are extraordinarily good.*'

—

Escamifter*

Quite a wonderful little series. For such books there

must surely be an eager demand, seeing that provincial

galleries and art exhibitions are becoming more and more
numerous. Both Inside and outside the volumes are

dainty, useful, and attractive.”—Preston Guardian.
** Excellent specimens of able condensation, and in the

matter of their general production call for warm praise.

The greatest care has evidently been taken in their pre-

paration, and if the succeedingvolumes of the series are on
a level with the first three a great success may be pre-

dicted.’*

—

Publishei^s Circular.
** The* plan on which the booklets are formed is rational

and oomprehenrive. All has been done with competent

knowledge, intdligence, and sympathy, and certainly the

little volumes are marvellous value one sbllHi^.”

—

Gia^^am Mlsraid.
** The booklets havebeenwt^^ by menwho thoroo^ly

understand their subjects, and the aim of theeeries has so

for been adiieved with remaikahfo

Chrmdih.
” If the eidtivatiott of the people om hrii^ about this
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end fthe progress of art], surely such publishers as Messrs.

Bt'il are helping to make it possible.**

—

Western Daily

I^ess.

** The editors of tlua series are evidently masters of the

ait oj Cf^mpression, as the publishers are of the sesihetic art

in production, and these forces have combined to

present to the public charming little volumes dealing

with the celebrated painters.’*

—

East Anglian Daily

7‘imes.

'Fhat there is need for manuals which, whilst small,

should be accurate, well written, and interesting, there can

l>e no doubt. The present series will meet a want and

give additional stimulus to the artistic quest. Dainty in

form, well printed and illustrated, and by authors of un-

questionable repute, these delightful little issues should

have a decidedly good educational influence.*'

—

Manchester

Courier,
** The value lies in this : that they are calculated to

bring some knowledge, not only of the artists of whom they

treat, but of general principles, to a large section of the

public desperately in need of such help.**

—

Yorkshire Post.

“ For those who would desire to have some knowledge of

the great masters of painting, and who have not the time or

inclination to go deeply into larger biographies, this series

may be cordially recommended,**

—

Scotsman,

LONDON ; GEORGE BELL AND SONS
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The British Artists Series.
Large post Svo, in special bindings, 7vith go to lOO

llfnstraiions, js. 6(i. net each.

Sir Joshua Reynolds.
»V LORIJ RONALD SUTHERLAND GOWER,

K.S.A.

Sir Edward Burne-Jones, Bart.
By MALCOLM BELL.

Seventh Edition,

Sir J. E. Millais, Bart., P.R.A.
By a. LYS BALDKY.

Second Edition,

Frederic, Lord Leighton, P.R.A.
By ERNEST RHYS,

Fourth Edition,

The

English Pre-Raphaelite Painters.
Their Associates and Successors.

By PERCY BATE.
Second Edition,
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Great Masters in Painting and
Sculpture.

Edited by G. C. WILI.IAMSON, Litt.D.

Post %vo^ each with 40 iHr/strations amt photograz^ure
frontipicii. 5J. ziet,

BERNARDINO EUINI. By G. C. Williamson, Litt.D.
VELASQUEZ. By R. A. M. Stevenson.
ANDREA DEI- SARTO. By H. Guinness.
LUCA SIGNORELLI. By Maud Cnittwell.
RAPHAEL. By H. Strachey.
CART.O C:RIVE:LLT. By G. McNcjl Rushforth. M.A.
f:OU REGGIO. By Scl\>yn Brinton, M.A.
DONATEI.LO. By Hope Rea.
l*ERUGlNO. By G. C. Williamson, Litt.D.
SODOMA. By the Contessa I..orcnzo Priuli-Bon.
I)En..LA ROBBIA. By the Marchesa Burlamacchi.
GIORGIONE, By Herlx:rt Cook. M.A.
MEMLTNC, By W. H. James Weale.
PIERO DELI.A FRANCESCA. By W. G. Waters. M.A.
PTNTORICCHIO. By Evelyn March Phillipps.

FRANClA. By George C. Williamson, Lilt. U.
BRUNELLESCHI. By Leader Scott.

MANTEGNA. By M.aud Cruttwell.
REMBRANDT. By Malcolm Bell.

GIOT'FO. By F. Mason Perkins.
WILKIE. By Lord Ronald Sutherland Gower, M.A., F.S.A.
GERARD IX)U. By Dr. W. Martin.
WA'rriiAU. By Edgeumbe Staley. RA.

In preparation .

El., GRECO- By ^fanuel B. Cossio, Litt.D., Ph-D.
TINTORETTO. By J. B. Stoughton Holborn. M.A.
BOTTICEIXl . By A. Streeter.

LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Edward McCurdy, M.A.
PAOLO VERONESE. By Roger E. Fry.
GAUDF.NZTO FERRARI. By Ethel Halsey.

Others tofollow^
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Messrs. ‘Bell's Books.

The Endymion Series.

Poems by Percy Bysshe Shelley.

Illustrated and Decorated my K. ANNING HKLL,
With Introduction by Professor Walter Kalbigh.

Posf SZV, JS, 6i/,

Poems by John Keats.
Illustrated and Decorated by R. ANNINO IJKLI.,.

With Introduction by Professor Walter Raleigh.
7'h{rU Ediiion^ post

Poems by Robert Browning.
Illustrated and Decorated by BYANT SIIAW.

With Introduction by Dr. R. GAR.siiTT.

Stcond Edition^ revised^ post ^vo, ys, 6d.

English Lyrics fromSpenserto Milton.
Illustrated and Decorated by R. ANNING BELL.

Selected with Introduction by John De.nnis.

Pod Svo, 6s,

Milton’s Minor Poems,
Including Comus and Samson Agonistes.

Illustrated and Decorated by A. GARTH JONES.
Post 8z'o, 6s,

The Poems of Edgar Allan Poe.
Illustrated and Decorated by

W. HE.\TU ROBINSON.
With an Introduction by H. Noel Willia.ms.

Second Edition^ post Stv, 6s»
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Bell’s Cathedral Series.

Profusely Illustrated.

In specially tiesf^neti cloth cover
^
crown Szv,

IS. 6tl. net each.

Now Ready.

BRISTOL.

CANTERBURY.
CARLISLE.
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DURHAM.
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Bell’s Cathedral Series—coniimied.

The fallvwittg uniform Volumes are also puhliskeJ,

IS. 6il. net each.

ENGLISH CATHEDRALS. An Itinerary and
Description.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
.ST. MARTIN’S CHURCH, CANTERBURY.
BEVERLEY MINSTER.
TEWKESBURY ABBEY .\Nr) DEERHUR.ST

PRIURY.
CHRLSTCIIURCH PRIORY AND WIMBORNE

.\BLEY.

BATH ABBEY, MALMESBURY ABBEY, and
BRADK)RI)-ON-AVON CHURCH.

.STRATFORU-0.\-AVON CHURCH.

Bell’s Handbooks to

Continental Churches.
Ttoftsely Illuslrateil. Croicn Svo, zs. &/. net each,

CHARTRES: THE CATHEDRAL, and other
Churches.

ROUEN : THE CATHEDRAL,andotherChurches,
AMIENS; THE CATHEDRAL,andotherChurches.
PARIS : NOTRE DAME.
MONT ST. MICHEL.
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Life and Light Books.
P^'Cttily Bounds is. net each,

1. niE (iREATEST THINC, EVER KNOWN.
By Ralph WAr.DoTRiNK. \bth Thousand.

2. FATE MASTERED—DESTINY FUL-
FILLED. By W. J. Colville.

3. EVERY LIVING CREATURE. By Ralph
Waldo Trine.

4. LEGENDS AND LYRICS. By Adelaide A.
Procter. 130/// Thousand. First Series.

5. LEGENDS AND LYRICS. By Adelaide A.
Procter. 99/ift Thousand. Second Series.

6. BILLY AND HANS: My Squirrel Friends. A
True History. By W. J. Stili.man.

7. KITH AND KIN : Poems of Animal Life
selected by Henry S. Salt.

8. CHARACTER-BUILDING: Thought Power.
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

9. LIGHT FROM THE EAST. Selections from
the Teaching of the Buddha. By Edith Ward.

10. PARABLES FROM NATURE. A Selection.
By Mrs. M. Gatty.

11. BETTER FOOD FOR BOYS. By Eustace
H. Miles.

12. MATHEMATICAL LAW IN THE SPIRIT-
UAL WORLD. By Eustace H. Miles.

13. MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS. George
Long’s Translation.

14. AURORA LEIGH. By Mrs. Browning.
15. TENNYSON’S IN MEMORIAM.
16. FRIENDS OF MINE. By Mrs. Corbet

Seymour.
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Miniature Editions.
Illustrated hy ROIJERT ANNING BELL.

Mttled in red and blaeh at the Chtnviik Press. Jn decorated
Paperboards^ is. 6d. net each ; orin iimp teather, 2s. 6d. net.

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.
Kendkkkd into Enolisii Verse by

EDWARD FITZGERALD.
With 19 Illustrations.

The Odes of Keats.

With 21 Illuslralions.

Keats’ Isabella and the Eve of St. Agnes.
With 17 Illu^tratinns.

Bell’s Sonnets Series.
Printed at the Chirtuick Press, with borders and initials by

Christopher Uban. Royal i6mo, 2s. 6tl. net each.

TMK SONNETS OF JOHN KEATS.
THE SONNETS OF WILIJAM SJTAKESl’EARE.
SONNETS FROM THE PORTUGUESE. RY M 14S.

BROWNING.
BROWNING’S RABBI BEN EZRA.
DANTE’S VITA NUOVA, OR NEW LIFE.

Newly translated by Francs dr MrV
SONNETS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.
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^Messrs. Cell's ‘Books.

The Chiswick Shakespeare.
Illustrated by BYAM SHAW.

With Introditctions and Glossaries by

JOHN DENNIS.

Now complete in 39 pocket volumes, with nearly 500 Ulus-
traiions, Pott i^vo, cloth, is, 6vl. net each ; or limp
leather, ns, net,

PLAYS, 37 Vols. POEMS, i Vol. SONNETS, i Vol.

*' This delightful edition deserves all the popularity which, we
believe, it is acquiring. For cheapness, taste in ‘ manufacture,'
and excellence in illustration, these neat little volumes, each con-
taining a play, are unsurpassed."—Daily Aexvs.

‘'I'he most charming of recent pocket editions of Shake-
speare."— Westminster Gaaetie.

“A fascinating little edition. . . . No edition can be better

suited for carriage in the pocket to the theatre or elsewheic.
Notes and cxplan.itions are few and serviceable. . . . 'I'he

brightest and most attractive of hand editions of Shakespeare."

—

jVo/es and Queries.
“ But a few years ago such volumes would have been deemed

worthy to be consi<k*red t*ditions de luxe. T’o-day the low price
at which they are offered to the public alone prevents them being
so regarded."

—

Studio.
" The * Chiswick ’ should easily hefirst among pocket Shake-

speares."

—

Pall Mall Oaze/te,

"The edition is one which has unusual attractions for every
class of Shakespearean student,"—Peview of the Week,
"The Cambridge text has been used, and the introduction

and notes arc admirable for the purpose intended ; they are short
and suflicient."

—

Pilot,

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS.
YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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